
SEEDING 
 (2011-12) 

 
 *Tournament Seeding Meeting Information / WIAA Regional Information 

 
1. Do not begin the meeting until weigh in is complete. Make sure all schools are represented by a coach 

before the meeting begins. All contestants must be designated / wt. class prior to the beginning of the 
seeding meeting. Bring records up-to-date. Begin meeting. 

  
2. Coaches recommendations on minimum number of varsity bouts for seeding consideration. Regional 

minimum number is ten.**  Any wrestler with fewer than the minimum number may be considered for a 
seed by special appeal by his coach. 

 
3. A wrestler must have a .500 record or better to receive a seed. Any wrestler with less than .500 record 

may be considered for a seed by special appeal by his coach. 
 
4. A wrestler may not “assume” losses in order to build his record up to the minimum number. 
 
5. A seed may not be refused. 
 
6. Only varsity competition shall be counted. 
 
7. Matches won by forfeit and byes in tournaments, if the next match in the bracket is won they will count as 

wins. 
 
8. Matches won or lost at a higher weight class, or lower weight class, must also be included. 
 
9. Voting is limited to one vote per school.  A simple majority of those voting will prevail. 
 
10. If there is a percentage tie, the wrestler with the greater number of matches receives the higher seed. If 

the number of matches and percentages are the same, there will be a draw for the better seed. 
 
11. Keep in mind that any special consideration that is voted on in one weight class also applies to the rest of 

the weight classes. 
   
   
PROCEDURE        
 A. Seed appropriate wrestlers **         SEED POSITIONS 
 B. Special considerations  
 C. Objections for special considerations     1 
 D. Vote if necessary 
 E. Draw for byes (Not to be given automatically to any seed)  8 
 F. Draw for unseeded wrestlers 
  
 Pre or Post Seeding Comments:     5 
  
 1. Will consolation matches be 2-2-2 or 1-2-2?     4 

2. All wrestlers must verify match score. 
 3. The official will sign bout sheet.      3 
 4. Procedure for handling body fluids - gloves 
 5. 3 per corner (this includes scorer) – no exceptions.    6 
 6. Injuries / blood (5 min.) - (CNS injuries)     
 7. Intro. medical personal – their decision is final     7 
 8. Intro. tournament manager - review time table and format 
 9. sportsmanship comments / your expectations     2 
  
  
* Handout rating cards prior to the start of the seeding meeting.  
**Coaches may vote to seed all records (winning and losing)  


